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More than ever, we share our beautiful hand-knit 
and hand-crocheted creations through pictures 
– on blogs, on Instagram, on Ravelry – and I hon-
estly believe we don’t do our handiwork real jus-
tice unless we can make those pictures shine.  

There are a million ways to improve one’s photog-
raphy, most of them terribly technical and con-
fusing, but in running SpaceCadet© yarn for the 
past five years, I’ve been fortunate to pick up a 
few quick tips that will make your project look as 
amazing as it deserves.

Take the 
Photos Your 

Projects Deserve!



Shoot Across Your Project

Ok, what do I mean by that?  Well, first of all, we’re 
talking about detail shots here, things that are close 
up, and not overall portraits.  So, this is when you’re 
trying to capture the details of the stitchwork, the 

edging, or the flecks of 
colour in the yarn.

You could photo-
graph any of these by 
holding your camera 
head-on to your proj-
ect and just taking 
a picture but, even 
if you come in close, 
that image is going to 

end up looking flat and…  well, kind of boring.  Look 
at this picture of my Leftie, knit in Oriana in Sliver 
and a set of SpaceCadet© Mini-Skeins.  The picture 
looks nice enough but… well, just that: nice enough.

But then I took another photo of it and, this time, in-
stead of holding my camera straight on so the project 
was flat to the camera, I got down low and took the shot 
across my knitting.  
See how different 
this image feels?  
Don’t you feel like 
you’re right there 
next to shawl?  Al-
most as if you’re 
somehow falling 
into the picture?  
Even though this 
isn’t a very good 
image (I took under 
heavy cloud cover 
just as the sky was 
about to dump a 
bunch of snow on 
us), changing my angle and shooting across my Leftie 
really brings the project to life.



The Rules for Shooting Low and Close

So far, so simple, but there are a tips that will help ensure 
your low and close images come out as amazing as you 
hope they will.

Rule #1 — Use Your Macro Setting

If you’re using a regular camera, be it a point-and-shoot or 
a DSLR, you’ll most likely have a macro setting (look for a 
little flower icon on your setting selector).  Choosing this 
will allow your camera to focus in much closer than your 
other settings, to really pick up the smallest details.  And 
it will blur out the background, to help the viewer’s eye to 
gravitate to exactly the details you want them to spot first.

If you’re using a phone-camera, it can be a little more 
complicated, because there’s usually no built-in macro 
setting.  But you’ll get the best results if you remember to 
keep your camera low to the object you’re photographing, 
shoot across your project rather than directly

at it and, most importantly, remember to touch the 
screen to tell the camera exactly where you want it to 
focus.  Doing those things will go a long way to getting 
a macro-like image.



Rule #2 — Get Down, Baby!

Really, seriously, there is no substitute for this.  Wheth-
er your object is on a table or on the floor, get down to 
that same level so you can truly shoot across it.  Most 
likely you will not look elegant doing it — I swear my 
neighbours must think I have a foot fetish for how often 
I’ve been flat to the ground taking close-ups of socks — 
but your pictures will look so much better for your po-
tentially ungainly efforts!

Look at this image of Laura Nelkin’s Ribband bracelet, 
for instance.  It wouldn’t have looked nearly as good if 
I’d shot it from standing, looking down and having the 
ground and pair of feet for a background.  Instead, by 
getting right down, I was able to catch the light in the 
beads, and create that falling-into-the-picture feeling 
again.



Rule #3 — Use a Never-Ending Backdrop

When you are down low to take pictures across your proj-
ect, your camera is going to capture not only what your 
project is sitting on but also whatever is behind it.  There 
are a lot of backgrounds that can look really wonderful 
when they are blurred out by a macro lens but, if you want 
to keep it simple, just choose a never-ending backdrop.

What do I mean by “never-ending”?  It’s the background 
you always see models standing on in magazines, where 
it’s one continuous colour and you can’t tell where the 
“floor” ends and 
the “wall” be-
gins.  It looks 
really fancy, but 
it couldn’t be 
easier to create 
for your knit-
ting or crochet 
projects…  just 
grab a 75-cent 
piece of poster-
board and prop 
it up against a 
wall.  Now when you get down low to take your photo, the 
camera will capture the posterboard running under your 
project and seamlessly up behind it as well.  There will be 
nothing to distract the viewer’s eye and so all the focus will 
be on your beautiful project.



Now It’s Your Turn!

So there you have it — a very simple tip that can vastly 
improve the look of your project photos.  And now it’s over 
to you: grab your camera and your most recent project 
and experiment with shooting images at different angles.  
And before you know it, you’ll be changing your photos 
from something “good enough” to something smashing.  

And hey, when you do grab your camera and start playing, 
please show off the results!  Tag your images on Instagram 
with #6BitsSpaceCadetTips or come over to the SpaceCa-
det© group on Ravelry and share your project photogra-
phy.  I can’t wait to see the awesome images you create 
when you get down with your project!

http://www.ravelry.com/groups/spacecadet
http://www.ravelry.com/groups/spacecadet
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About SpaceCadet© Yarn

At SpaceCadet©, we passionately believe that knitting and 
crocheting make people happier, deep down inside, and 
that nothing does that more than working with gorgeous, 
vibrant yarn.  

For us, dyeing is a cosmic adventure.  We start with high 
quality yarns and luxurious fibers — merino wool, silk, lin-
en, and bamboo — to begin the wonderful process of 
mixing our dyes by hand and seeing where the colour 
takes us.  The result is yarn and fiber that is as exciting to 
work with as it is for us to create.

Started as a one-woman 
operation in 2010, we have 
grown to a small team that 
is proud to mix every colour 
from primaries, dye every 
skein individually, and to get 
to know our customers and 
club members personally.
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